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0. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to look at some results inthe representation 
theory of the symmetric groups, both old and recent, from a modern point of 
view. 
In the first two sections we construct the irreducible representations of the
symmetric groups as left ideals inthe group ring. The irreducible modular 
representations were first constructed by James [ 131. We prove inequivalence 
by a method more natural than the original. Theapproach may be compared 
with that in [6]. A comprehensive survey of recent developments has been 
published bytheir originator [ 151. In Section 3 we look at the skew represen- 
tations. Their dimension may be established by the same method as that used 
to obtain the dimenssions of the Specht modules in [lo]. A further study of 
skew representations may be found in [ 161. 
The induction algebra of symmetric groups is defined inSection 4. It is 
proved to be a polynomial gebra, a result also btained in[9]. The algebra 
is used to give a new proof of Chung’s conjecture that the number of 
modular irreducible representations in a block is independent of he core. 
In the last wo sections we examine Taulbee’s construction [7]of a class 
of projective, indecomposable characters. The construction uses the process 
of r-induction (which as been used to calculate decomposition numbers of 
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smal: symmetric groups). The indecomposabi!ity follows from relations 
between decomposition numbers obtained from the Murnaghan-Nakayama 
recursion formuia. 
1. SIMPLE LEFT IDIIALS IN,% GROUP ALGEBRA 
In this ection we describe a method for constructing simple left ideals in
the group algebra r= KG of a finite group G over a commutative ring i< 
with identity. In Section 2 we show how the method can be applied tcobtam 
the modular irreducible representations of S,. origina!iy determined b>
James ( 13 j. 
(I. 1) LEMMA. Let r = KG, where K is a commu!atice ring and G is ~7 
finite goup. and suppose that a, fi are elements ofr such thar a@ is a sii?iple 
Smoduie. Then for eGery I-submodule L of rfi we hacc Lu = 0 or I‘a,R c F.. 
Furthermore. either rapa is zero or I-a,8 has a unique maximal submod& 
and raga is the correspondbzg simple factor module. 
Proof. For 7 E I‘ let l*(y) denote the coefficient of the identity eiement 
of G in ;I. Let L be a submodule of @ such that La # 0. Then i contains an
element @ (< E r) such that @Ia # 0, and hence l*(z@a) # 0 for some 
il E 6. But l”(&) = I”(r]r) for <, q E r. Therefore 1 *(an@) f 0 and a&J is 
a non-zero element of aZJ?. By hypothesis a@‘= Kax@, whence 
a,l? E IQ’ I= L? and l-a/I c_L as asserted. 
Finally. let W denote the kernel of the r-epimorphism (. a): rap -+ I‘afia. 
Assume that rapa i 0, and let L be any proper submodu!e of rap. Then 
La = 0 by the above result, that is L s W. This shows that W is ?he unique 
maximal submodule of rap and lir,$a ‘crap/W is simpie. 
For successful application of the above lemma we focus our attention on 
e!cments ofr of the form 
where 0: G + K is a K-valued representation of G and ii is a subset of G. 
The following simple observations will be needed. 
(1.2) !f H is a subgroup of G and H’ is a subgroup of H. then 
0(/f) = B(H’) 6(X) = 8(X :) !I’(H’)? 
where H’.u (X E X) are the distinct right cosets of H’ in I-i. 
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(1.3) If 8, 8’ are K-valued linear characters of G of degree 1 and H is a 
subgroup ofG, then 
B(H) d’(H) = (H( B(H) if 0, 0’ agree on H, 
=o otherwise. 
(1.4) Let 13,8’ beK-valued linear characters of G and let H, H’ be 
arbitrary subgroups of G. Then 
B(H)B’(H’j=~HnH’~&?‘(HH’) if 0,8’ agree on H n H’, 
=o otherwise, 
where 88’ is the K-valued function defined onthe set product HH’ so that 
eeyq = e(0) eydj for (T E H, 0’ E Hr. 
To proceed, we fix two subgroups A, B-of G and two K-valued linear 
characters of degree 1 0, ly and set 
a = d(A), P = v(B). 
We are interested in the K-module ar, and in the left ideal ra,da. Now aI’,‘, 
is generated as aK-module bythe lements arcs with rr E G. Plainly Ka$ is 
contained in the K-module generated by the double coset ‘AxB which is 
uniquely determined by any element 71of that double coset. Furthermore we 
have, by (1.4), 
an/l = nz-‘an/? = @(A”) y(B) = 1 A” n B I# y/(AxB) 
if 4, I+V agree on A” n B, and zero therwise. Thisproves the following 
aT,,= c K(A”nB(#ty(AlrB) (direct sum), 
ZED 
(14 
where D is a system of representatives of tho e double cosets AnB such that 
4, ty agree on Ann B. 
This result indicates the everity of the condition that ar’j3 bea simple K-
module. This will be so if and only if K (A”n BI is a simple K-ideal for 
exactly one of the above mentioned double cosets, andzero for the others. 
Next, we are interested in conditions ensuring that he lement a/?a is non- 
zero. Let us denote he K-ideal generated by the coefficients of an element 4 
of r= KG by A({). Thus, for example, (1.4) tells u that A(a,8) iszero if 4, 
ly do not agree on A n B, and is K IA n B 1 if they do. Note that 
A(5) = cKl “(dl. 
08G 
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Now #(A) u$(u) = #(A) for uE A, and so 
lilting A into cosets relative to its ubgroup A n N(B), we have at once 
lowing result: 
A (aPa) E K IA n 
where N(B) is the normaliser of B in G. 
n the other hand, let rbe any element of . Then A(aj3a) contains the 
element 
S*(z-‘a/%x) = l*(r-“arz-‘/?a) = l*(ar-‘arr-“/?) 
= I,+-‘) l*(ar-‘a@?) = ~(r-“) ~*~~~A~ #(AA”) 
Let X be a system of coset representatives of A n A” in A”. Then 
#CA> $(A”) W(B) = $64) $(A nA=) $V> w(B) by (14 
= IA nA”I #(A) W3 VW bY (B.4) 
It follows that, for tE B, 
where the sum is restricted to those elements 7t of X such that d9 w agree on 
(or equivalently on A” ~7 Brc-‘) and K iA” R
Combining this with the remarks immediately preceding t we deduce 
A(apa) 2 c K IA fTA”! c,, 
TEB 
where c, = 1*(x, #(rc) a@), the sum extending over those coset rep~ese~- 
tatives x of A n A’ in A” for which 4, v agree on A n 
lA”nBJ#O. 
The two ‘“bounds” on A(aj3a) represented by (1.6) and (1.8) are the best 
we know. More definite nformation is highly desirable. In any case the 
above suffices to prove the following. 
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(1.9) THEOREM. Let A, B be subgroups of G, and let (6, y/ be K-valued 
linear characters of degree 1 of C satisfying the hollowing conditions: 
(i) Qj, v agree on A 17 B, K IA n Bf is a simple K-ideal, and 
K(A”f1B~=Owhenever7~9ABand~,~agreeonA”nB. 
(ii) There xists anelement z in B such that K IA ~7 B 1 /A RA”I + 0 
andifnEA”C1,theneither9,ri/donotagreeonAnB”orKtA”nB[=O. 
Let a = #(A), /I = v(B) avid let h be the highest common factor of the 
integers IA n A”1 for a0 elements t satisfying co dition (ii) and the charac- 
teristic of K.Then we have: 
(a> rap is an indecomposable leftideal of the group algebra  =KG, 
having a unique m~imal submodule~ 
(b) E$Ia G Ta&Qad rap is a simpIe l@t ideal; 
(c) For every r-homomorphismf: rCrp-+ M into a left r-module, 
hf (rap) E raM. 
Proof: By (IS), condition (i)implies that a@ is a simple K-module. 
Hence, by (l.l), either Fa,Ba is zero, or (a) and (b) hold. But by (I.&), 
~(a~a) contains IAnA” c,, and condition (ii) implies that the sum 
appearing  the formula for c, (in 1.8) has only one term corresponding to 
x= 1, whence c,= l*(a/?)=(AnB( l,, because of (1.4). Hence A(aba) 
contains K IA fI B 1 A n A”[ and this is non-zero bycondition (ii). Conse- 
quently rapa # 0, and (a), (b) are stablished. 
To prove (c), we use an element r satisfying the conditions f (ii). For 
such an element, (1.7) reduces to
where we have written aT for r-‘ar. Let f: rap-t M be any I’- 
homomorphism. Then 
/A n A’lf(a/I) =f(aa’/3) =f(ar-*av/(z-‘) j3) 
= ty(z-‘) az-‘f(ap) 
belongs toaM. This establishes (c).
Let us say that {A, Bj is a useful system (relative o 4,w> if conditions (i), 
(ii) of (1.9) are satisfied, an  the integer h satisfies hK = K. Each useful 
system therefore yields a local indecomposable leftideal as well as a simple 
left ideal. We can use (1.9~) inorder to compare ideals soobtained from two 
useful systems. Let B’ be any subgroup ofG, and set p’ = w(B’). Let 
f: rap --f r~/~ be a r-homomorphism, where N is a submodule ofrp. Then, 
by (1.9c), f(rcrp> ~ra(Q3’/iV) will be zero, provided that a@’ = 0, i.e., 
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~~~v~~~~ that K /A” n B’ I= 0 whenever Qt3 w a 
proves the first conclusion of the following tb~~~ern. 
2. THE MODULES OF YOUNG A~~~~M~~ AND THE 
PROJECTIVE INDECOMPQSA 
We want o apply (1.9) inthe following sit~at~o~~ G = S,, t 
group on {I, 2,..., n};K is a field ofcharacteristic sthe a~t~r~at~~~ 
~~~ra~ter of S, and w is the trivial character of 3,. 
4, = p. In any case, the a~p~~~at~on yields a ~orn~~et 
rno~~~es. 
Fm l,...,am); a,+ ‘., +am=n, a,>,.&>,‘~ 
>a,> choose aA-tableau x(i,j) (I< a” <m, 1 <j < Ai) with distinct 
emies n. We take A to be the ~~~nrn~ Green of x--i.e., 
the subgroup of S, consisting of those ~~~rnutat~o~s which map every 
column of x to itself-and we take B to be the row group of X. In this 
situation A f3B is trivial andK ]A fi B ] = K. The 
~beor~m (1.9) is satisfied because ofthe fo~~~~~~ 
resuh [S, 28. II IO 
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Returning to condition (ii) of(1.9), we take rto be the row permutation of 
x which reverses theorder of the entries in each row. As A is the column 
group of x and r = r- ‘, A” is the column group of tx, and so A n A” consists 
of all column permutations of x which, for each Z, carry every element ina 
row of length I to an element ina row of the same length 1.Therefore, if m
denotes the number of rows of x having length Z,
IA nA”( = [fi (m,!)‘. 
Hence K IA n B ( (A r7 A” I# 0 if and only if m, < p for each I; that is, if and 
only if Jis p-regular. 
Incidentally one can show that any column permutation of x which 
permutes rows of equal length bodily belongs toN(B) (indeed they constitute 
the whole of A n N(B)). Thus, if 1is not p-regular, IA n N(B)( is zero in K, 
and (1.6) shows that a,& = 0. 
The remaining part of condition (ii), Theorem (1.9) holds in view of the 
following combinatorial esult: 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let x be a ,$-tableau with column group A and row group 
B. Let z be the permutation which reverses the order of the elements ineach 
row of x. If 7~ E A”\A, then A n B” contains a transposition. 
Proox By hypothesis, 7t isa column permutation of rx but not of x. 
Hence there exist (i,j) such that zzx(i,j) = rx(s,j) with 1, < li. Choose such 
a pair withj maximal. Thenj <1, since column 1, involves only rows of the 
same length of d,. Let t = di - 1, +j. Then j < t < li, and so ?rzx(i, t) = 
rx(Z, t), where 1, = Ai. We verify now that he elements u =x(2, i, -j + 1) 
and v = x(s, L, -j + I), which appear in the same column of x, also appear 
in the same row of r~, thereby completing the proof. We have 
7rx(i, /zi- t + 1) = nzx(i, t)= ZX(Z, t) = X(Z, 1, - t + 1) = X(Z, 1, -j + 1) = U, 
so that uappears inthe ith row of 7cx. Finally, 7rx(i, l  -j + 1) = nzx(i,j) = 
rx(s,j) = x(s, 1, -j + 1) = v, so that valso appears inthe ith row of XX. 
The above verifications of theconditions f Theorem (1.9) imply that 
{A, B} is a useful system if 1is p-regular. Consequently we have proved the 
first part of the following result. 
(2.3) THEOREM (i) -Let 1 be a p-regular partition ofn, let A be the 
column group of any l-tableau x and let B be the row group of x. If 
a = LA %nW 0, P = CrEB z and K is any $eZd of characteristic p, hen 
KS,, aj3a is a simple left ideal of r = KS,, and KS, a/3 is indecomposable. 
(ii) Let ,a be a p-regular partition of such that ,I t& p. Let A’ and B’ 
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be the column and row groups, respectively, of any~-tableau y. Let a’, /Y be 
deemed with respect toA’ and B’ as in part (i)- Theiz 
Hom,(rap, I-P/N) = 0 
To complete he proof we must satisfy the ~o~dit~o~s f Theorem 
e are using the partial order of dominance on 
partitions f 72, we write Iz k ,u if 
(2.4) LEMMA. Let x be a ,I-tableau andlet y be a ~-tableau. I c>P, 
then there xist two elements inthe same col~rn~ ofx and in the same row o;i” 
any ~-~a~leau uy (a E S,). 
This lemma shows that A n uB’o-‘, and hence P_” n
transpQs~tio~. This clearly implies the condition required in(1 
can apply (1.10) inthe case ,I t& pY and the proof of (2.3) is ~Qrn~~et~~ 
As at the end of Section 1, we may also conc!ude that e 
e~domor~h~sm ofrap is a multiplication by a scaiar, and that 
composition factor r/? with multiplicity one.
Remark. Plainly, the isomorphsim class of ra,$a depends only on ;1, and 
not on the choice of x. We denote by J’ any ir-module iso 
and we call J’ the James modules: for it can be seen 
modules of James [ 131 are isomorphic tothese. Not 
submodule of r/3, and that if p > n or p = 0, 
the classical lemma of von Neumann [S 
Neumann9s lemma shows a: Ta/I--+Ta@ is a 
ordinary epresentation heory, the James mo 
modules, which, in turn, are isomorphic tothe 
111. 
Note that we have a full set of irreducible, i equivalent, ~e~rese~ta~~~~s of 
S, since the general theory tells u that we need exactly asrna~~ as t 
p-regular partitions f 12. 
We conclude this ection with a discussion of the rojeetive ntdecom- 
pssables and the decomposition numbers of na Ac~or~i~~ tothe above, the 
ng and James modules are universally defined, i.e., ov 
mutative ring. For any partition ;1 of n the rational ~o~~~ modu 
sample and contains the integral Young rn~d~~e Yt. For each 
Y$‘pYi is isomorphic tothe Young module Yi, where R is the fi 
elements. If j4 is a p-regular partition, we have seen that I-, is a focal 
48 i/67/2-3 
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with top composition factor the James module Jg. The multiplicity of Jg as a 
composition factor fYi is, of course, the decomposition number d,,,. On 
the other hand the projective co r Pg of Jg (which also coincides with the 
injective hull-cf. J. P. Serre, Tinear Representations offinite Groups,” Ex. 
14.6, p.122, Springer-Verlag, Berlin/New York, (1977) p.122 is a projective 
indecomposable, nd the multiplicity of JS;(v p-regular) as a composition 
factor fPg is the Cartan invariant c,,. Let us use [M] to denote he Brauer 
character of a KS,-module M.Then 
where, in these summations, 1 isan arbitrary partition of IZ and v is a p- 
regular partition. 
From (2.3) we deduce that if 3, sl ,u, then Ji does not occur as a 
composition factor fYg, i.e. d,, = 0. We have also seen that d,, = 1 for ,u 
p-regular. These results were first obtained in [ 12, 131. 
It is also f interest to observe that, for ,u p-regular, the Young and James 
modules Yg, Jg have the same projective cover Pg. This is simply because 
c is local with Jg as top factor. Theepimorphism Pg -+ Jg can be factored 
through a homomorphism Pg+ pK whose image must be all of pK, and 
whose kernel issmall because itis contained in Ker(P; -+ J;). 
Finally, since Jg is a simple ft ideal inKS,, its injective hullPi may be 
taken as a left ideal, say Pg = KS,, eg, where : is a uniquely determined 
primitive d mpotent of KS,. Then Jg is the unique minimal submodule of
Pi = KS,ei as well as being isomorphic to Pg/Rad Pg. 
3. DIMENSION 
In the previous section we remarked that he modules KG@ (one for each 
partition of n)constitute a full set of ordinary irreducible representations of 
S,, when K is a field ofcharacteristic zero. Itis well known that heir 
dimension is characteristic free. Inthis ection we extend this result tothe 
representations know  in the classical theory asskew representations. In thi  
section K is a commutative ring with identity. 
The method of proof yields atthe same time generators for the annihilator 
ideal of the generator of the module. 
Let 1, p be partitions suchthat Izi > pui for all i. The set of (i, j)such that 
for each i, ui <j< ki is called a skew diagram and is denoted byn/,u. If
pi = 0 for all i, we have the diagram of 1. Assume that he diagram of nb 
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ents. A Lb-tableau is 
leau has rows and co1 
~ol~~~ group of the tableau x and B 
alternaticg charater of S, and w the tri 
is known as a skew representation module. 





e determine the dimension fthe skew statists and the 
or ideal of their generators by the followi od. 
be a finite group, and let A4 be a cyclic 
byf. For vEKG, v=Ca,g(gEG) w& 
assume the following three hypotheses. 
(3.1) G is totally ordered as a set with 1 < g for all (5: 
(3.23 There is a subset X of G such that 1 E X an Xf= {;cs: x E X) is 
linearly independent over K. 
(3.3) For each z E G\lr there xists c, E at 1 E CT,: cJ= 0 
and 23 < z whenever v E c, ~ 
If (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Xfis a basis for 
The 
e proofs of the theorem an its corollaries ar  asy. 
Let y, z be Ah-tableaux. For # 2, we write y < z to mean that here is a 
such that y(s, t> < al? 
<t,orj=tandi<s. has 
‘.) H in natural order r ft s 
fine a< z, (a, zE S,) hus 1 < 6.7 fQ’or a’” I
er on S,, called co di~t~~~~~y order, defects onthe 
~a~t~t~Q~s 2. andpu. 
e theorem tothe module in terms of the icitiai 
ilip tableau x,taking f= ~$3. 
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A Ab-tableau y is said to be standard if
Y(k.i> < Y(i + 19.i) and y(i,j) <Y&j + 1) 
for all (i,j) (for which the inequalities make ense). Thus the entries in a
standard tableau increase down each column and along each row. 
Let X= {a E S,: ox is tandard}. We shall refer tothe elements of X as 
Ib-standard permutations. To prove the linear independence of Xf, we order 
the basis z/? (where z belongs toa system of left coset representatives of B in 
S,) of KS,@ as follows: 
r/3 > a/I if r/3 # C$ and there isan integer s such that sis in a higher row of 
rx than it is in ox, and 1,2 ,..., s - 1 are in the same row in TX and ox. For 
each oE 1, 
summing over column permutations x f ox, rc # 1. For such arc, z does not 
belong to the row group of ox, and so there is an integer s such that 
1,2,..., s - 1 are in the same row in ox and ~Z(TX, while s is in different ows. 
But s is in the same column of ux and zox, and since 6xis standard, s must 
be in a higher row in ox than in rrcrx. Hence a/I >no/X Thus asp (a E X) 
may be associated bijectively with its leading term o/3. The linear indepen- 
dence of the leading terms hows that Xc@ is linearly independent over K. 
We have now satisfied (3.1) and (3.2), so we turn to (3.3). 
For each pair (s, t) such that (s + 1, t) E db, let vbe the transposition 
which interchanges x(s,t)and x(s + 1, t), Since v E A 
(1 +v) up =0. (3.7) 
Next, consider (s, t) E ,I/JJ such that (s, t + 1) E nb. Let S,, S, , S, be the 
subgroups of S, generated by the permutations on the sets P, Q, R, where 
P = {x(i, t): (i, t) ELb, s < i), 
Q = {x(i, t + 1): (i, t + 1) E nb, i < s}, 
R = PU Q. Let Y be a system of left coset representatives of S,Scin S, 
containing theidentity permutation. N tethat S, S, = A f7 S, . The Garnir 
relation c rresponding to the position (s, t) is 
$(r> aP = 0. (3-g) 
Pproojt Let Z be a system of right coset re 
SO that a= q&4) =#(A n S,) gi(Z), and
e summation extends over the lements z of Z for which #, 
on S, nBnui (cf. 1.4). Hence it is enough to show that S, f-? 
contains a transposition. But B”-” *1s the row group of KC. The ~lern~~t~ of 
do not change column when z is applied toX, whence at least one pair a
e~erne~~s of R must be in the same row of zx clause the amber of rows 
lved in colums t, t-l- 1 is lR/ - 1. 
Ah-tableau y is said to be column s~~dard if y(i,j) < y(i -I- 1J) 
whenever (i, j) and (i + 1, j) belong to Lb ~$e,~ t 
increase down each column). 
Let 7 E S,\X. Suppose first that CC =y is not ~~~~rn~ ~ta~d~~. ~~~s~ 
(s, t) E L/JI such that (s + 1, t) E Lb and y(s? t) >y(s i B, I). Let v 
tra~s~~s~t~o~ whichinterchanges x(s,t) and x(s + 1, 
Then I E c, and ~,a,8 = 0. To check that rv < r note 
ositions (s,t) and (s f 1, t)# 
zvx(s, t) = zx(s f 1) t) = y(s t 1 9 1) <y(s, t) = 7x(s, t). 
Hence w < f. 
n the other hand suppose y = rx is co1 . Since 7$ X9 we 
may choose (s, t) EAb such that (s, t+ 1) E A.b and y(s, t) > y(s, & -I- 1 )S 
Then, for I< i < s < k 
yfi, tf 1) < y(i t 1, t + I) < y(s, ti- 1) < y(s4 0
<y(kt)<y(k+ Lf>. 
The position (s, t) defines a Garnir relation (3.8). ecan choose Cwet 
re~res~~t~t~ves Y so that vf I’, v# 1 irnp~~e~ VX(S, t>=x(& & 4 1) for some i 
(because v & A ). We put c, = d(Y). Then k E e,. Let v E q, v f H. e want 
zv < z. This follows from 
mx(s, t) =7x(& t + 1) =yfi, t + 1) <y(s9 ta= T.x(.qs, 1)  
e have now satisfied (3.3). Theorem (3.4) and its ~~~~~~~~~~5 may now 
be invoked toyield 
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(3.9) THEOREM. Let A, p be partitions suchthat Ai > ,ui for all i. Let K 
be any commutative ring with identity. Let a be the alternating sum of all the 
column permutations of the I\C1-tableau x, andlet p be the sum of all row 
permutations of x.Then the skew-representation module KS,, a@ has K-basis 
(aab: oxis tandard). Further, the left annihilator ideal of a/I is generated 
over KS,, by the lements c, defined above. 
4. THE INDUCTION ALGEBRA OF S, 
In this ection we define the induction algebra ofsymmetric groups and 
we prove that it is isomorphic to a polynomial algebra. We use the induction 
algebra toobtain a new proof of Chung’s conjecture on the number of 
modular irreducible representations in a p-block ofS”. 
First, however, weintroduce some notation and terminology. The set Cc 
of all functions from a finite group G into the complex field C is a vector 
space over C which admits an inner product, namely: 
The ordinary characters of G form an orthogonal b sis relative to this inner 
product. A group monomorphism i:H -+ G yields a C-linear mapping 
<ECG-+‘i&ECq, and hence also a dual mapping qE CH + vi E Cc 
uniquely determined by the formula 
(a, v>, = (& #)G? (4.1) 
where <E Cc and q E GH. In view of the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, we 
call <- & restriction and wecall q + vi inducing via the monomorphism i.
A group system is a chain of finite groups and monomorphisms 
together with asystem of group monomorphisms. 
im,n: G,x G, + G,,,+,,, 
This is to be coupled with a set S= {sr ,So,...} of indeterminates over the 
field C of complex numbers and maps 0,: G, + C[S] such that 
(4.2) B,(X) is a monomial for all rc E G,, 
(4.3) B,(z) = Q,(O) if and only if 7t and cr are conjugate in G,, 
(4.4) Bm+n(im,n(71, a)) = O (rc) O,(a) for all 7r E S,, c7 E S,. 
The symmetric groups 6, = S, form agro system when i,: s,, -+ 
defined sothat i,(7r) is that permutation 0 n+ 1 which agrees wit 
{ I,..., n ] and which fixes n + 1. The em m x s, -+ -a, -iI -s 
defined by 
L.n(~, o>(a> = n(a) if <a<m 
= m + a(a - m) if tn < Al < M C n. 
If R E S, has a cycle decomposition consisting of p1?-cycles, p2 %cych, 
etc., then we take 
s (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) are asily verif~e 
The system of general linear g oups over afinite fiel may also be viewed 
as a group system with all the properties describe ave. 
eturning to the general case, let g3 be the set of all 
G,-+G; takegO=C. Let 
where FE* is the set of all class functions G, -4 C(S), t
functions i  s, 9sz,... over 6. Put 
where, of course, 
( denoting complex conjugation); (4.5) is a finite sum since 4, is non- 
zero for only finitely many n. This defines aninner product ong, with 
ect to which, G$ and gj are orthogonal fori+tj as embed in SF, 
Additive ing is defined componentwise. Th  de~~~~~~~ of rn~~t~~~~ea~~~~ 
is somewhat more complicated. L t 4,w E g’, 
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Define #v/= (q,, q,, vz ,... ), where 
the result ofinducing 4, x y/,, relative to the monomorphism i,,, .
(4.7) THEOREM. The map A : S? + C [S] defined byA (4) = @,19) (4 E g) 
is a monomorphism. Hence GY is a graded, commutative C-algebra without 
zero divisors. 
Note. The grading inC[S] is not the usual one defined interms of 
degree, but is defined interms of weight. The weight of a monomial 
s: t+? . . sg” is Lip, .
Proof. 
= c Mn x Wn9 (4n+n> im+n) m,n 
This shows that he map d is multiplicative. I  s clearly additive and 
injective, and the proof is complete. 
(4.8) THEOREM. The monomorphism A of (4.7) is an isomorphism in the 
case of the group system of symmetric groups. 
ProojI A given monomial 
sp==sl 2PI p= . . s”, 
corresponds to a conjugacy class p of S, whose lements have cycle decom- 
positions i volving p,l-cycles, p2 2-cycles, tc. Take a,,: S, + C to be the 
characteristic function of the class p.Then 
where h, is the number of elements in the class p.
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Further, onecan prove that A is an isomo~pb~sm in 
hnear groups over afinite field. Thealternating group 
system in the sense) defined above because ofthe existence of elements not 
conjugate in one alternating group, but which become co 
alternating group (for example, (123) and (13%) in A3)” 
satisfied by the obvious choice of 8,. However, one can construct an 
induction algebra ofalternating groups which turns out to be a factor fa 
polynomial algebra. 
EXAMPLE. The images of the ordinary irreducible c a~act~rs of S;under 
A are as follows: 
Ahc3”) = tic3’? 8) = hc3), &)= ;(s; + 
A($‘*“‘) = 532s; - 2~~); 
A(f3’) = ;(S; - 3S,S, + 23,). 
Let {A} be the image of the ordinary irreducible charact 
to the partition ,I. Then {A} is the Schur function correspon 
The formula n!{A} = C h,dsp ( 
S,) follows from the correspondin 
relations [S,Sect. 311 then gives 
(4.9) THEOREM. so= x,x: {A}. 
The polynomials {A}were originally determined by Frobenius [ 14
induction algebra approach tothe formula ofFrobenius is detailed in 
e close this ection byrecalling theMurnagh~-N~ayama rec~rs~~~ 
la for the ordinary irreducible characters of the symmetric grou 
Let CJ be any conjugacy class of S,. Let pr denote the conjug 
‘th cycle type consisting of ricycles ofle 
permutations n a given class r is denot 
the class whose cycle type is obtained by taking the union of the c
of a andpr. Thus I(a,pr)j=]ol+p]r]. 
HEOREM (Muraghan-Nakayama). 
s~~~~ng over all partitions y ofa. 
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The integers $g,“) may be defined recursively fromthe following basic 
rule. Let p be an r-cycle and rr a permutation disjoint from p. Let A be a 
partition of ]p/ + ] ~1. Then 
x%P) = cWix”(4 ” 
summing over all partitions v which can be obtained from 1by removing an
r-hook, and i is the leg length ofthe hook removed (empty sums are zero). 
Thus $$“’ is zero if y cannot be obtained by removing kp-hooks from 1
according to the cycles ofpz. 
For further details see [ 15, Sect. 2 11. 
In terms of the isomorphism of the induction algebra with the algebra of
polynomials, (4.10) reads 
(4.11) 
The case we require inSection 7 is r = {k}, when the basic rule applies 
with r= pk. 
5. THE NUMBER OF MODULAR IRREDUCIBLES IN A 
BLOCK OF S, 
The number of ordinary irreducible representations in a block of S, 
depends only on the weight b of the block. We denote byI,,@) the number of 
ordinary irreducible representations in a p-block ofS, with p-core ,u, putting 
Z,(U) = 0if S, does not have ap-block with p-core ,u. Similarly, let Z *(D) be 
the number of modular irreducible representations in the p-block ofS, with 
p-core p.Let 1, be the number of partitions of IZ(n 2 l), I, = 1. 
(5.1) THEOREM. For each p-core ,u, l,(u) = CaaO 1,1,*-,,(u). 
Proof. We write XE p to mean that X belongs toa block with core ,u. 
We work in the induction algebra ofthe symmetric groups, which is an 
algebra ofpolynomials. Let 
where a,, is the characteristic function of the conjugacy class p.Thus, under 
the isomorphism ofTheorem (4.8), t corresponds to the monomial 
s, E C[s,, So,...]. It is therefore convenient to work with t,. 
T roceeds through a series of lemmas, the first ofw 
the subspaces of 57: 
fOi a p-core p, E(p) := CI?+ Cq, summing over all projective indecom- 
posable characters q inthe block with p-core p;
E := C, E(u) summing over ali p-cores i(l~ (5.2) 
(5.3) LEMMA. E = c 61, s~~~i~g over all p-~eg~l~~ ~ s~e~ pa 
roo$ Let c, = h,/n!. Then rj= -j+&2/,, wh 
elements ofclass p, and where s~rnrnat~Q~ may 
classes since the value of q at p-singular classes i 
Using the decomposition numbers and relation 
class p,1, can be expressed as aC-linear co nb~~at~o~ cf 
omposable characters q- Thi mves Lemma 5.3. 
Thus we have ST is the direct sum of E an 
singular classes of ail the symmetric groups. 
whose lements have cycle decom~os~t~o~ ~ v lv~~~ ti cycles of
1 < i < 4 then pz denotes the class whose le 
(I < i < n). Thus for ap-singular class p, 
I, = tpzto> where o is p-regular andz is 
in C[s,, s2,.*.]). 
t-J!!) := 2 c,& (summing over all par&i 
AEfi 
Thns 
Egy3@) (summing over all p-cores y>* 
iu 
% receedi~g remarks show that 
first check that b,,B@) C_ 
re A is a partition of n with p-c 
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of a. Then f = t,,x’ is a class function on Sn+pa. Hence f = C ayx” summing 
over partitions of n + pa. Now, using duality (4. l), and putting j = i,,, 
a, = (.A x”> = (t,, X xAY (x”)~>. 
The Murnaghan-Nakayama recursion formula shows that the restriction 
of xv to S,, X S, is a linear combination of tpz X x’, where V can be obtained 
from v by removing a p-hooks. If a is not one of these, a, = 0. Hence, when 
a, # 0,1 and v have the same p-core, so that x” E B(U), andfE: B(u). 
On the other hand, suppose f = tpa g E B(a), g E SF. Expressing 
g=C&Ug,EB( ) a according to the direct sum decomposition (5.4), we 
have $,g, E B(a). Because frZ B(U), the sum f = C t,,g, reduces to 
f = tpz g&l E t,,%J). 
This completes the proof of (5.6). 
(5.7) LEMMA. 
WI = E01) + 2 t&W 
summing over all partitions z of positive integers. 
Proof: Let f E B(u). Then, by (5.5), f = e f C $,,h, (e E E). Picking out 
the components in each block we find e E E(a) and C tpt h, E C t,,B(a). 
(5.8) LEMMA. 
summing over all partitions of z, including the empty partition (which gives 
tpr = 1). 
Proof. A finite number of applications of Lemma (5.7) to any element of 
B(u) shows that B@) E C t,,,E@). The reverse inclusion follows from 
t,,E@) c t,,,B@) G B(u). We show that the sum is direct. Suppose 
+f,=O, f,EECu). 
Then each f, E E. By (5.3) 
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summing over p-regular classes p and f,” E C. 
Since the elements tPT t, @p-regular) are linearly i 
algebraically independent), each f ” = 0, and (53) is pr 
Let us now write B,(u) = CFn B(p) (R > 0) a 
5Fn E(lu). Then (5.8) immediately gives 
s~rnm~~g over all partitions 
n-aa,p<n. 
bserving now that Z,(D) = 
immediately from (5.9). 
z, where ‘c is partition of (7 /and lp j < 
im B,(u) and Z:(U) = dim E, 
Let py p’ be p-cores. A block of S, with p-core ,Uhas 
a block of S,, with p-core p’if and only if IZ - jp /= n’ - jy’ j= bp. In [2j 
Chung conjectured thatin this case 
L01) = 4lw and 
The first ofthese is proved by establishi 
between partitions witha given p-core and t 
follows immediately from (6.1) by induction on 
proofs ofChung’s conjecture may also be found 
wrong. 
The proof presented h re arose out of attem 
latter. Thereferee suggested a combinatorial 
fol~ow~~~ lines. A partition 2. is associated 
partitions (A’, A”), where ,I2 is p-regular. The 
such that column jof the diagram of A. 
Remove avertical p-hook from columns l,...,j an 
the rest of L”. The p-regular p tion ,I.’ iswhat is 
p-hooks can be removed. If/z is p-regular, IE2 = 
proof of (5.1) is of interest because ofthe ins 
structure of the induction algebra. 
6. UMBERS 
In this ection a d the next we offer self-co~tai~e roofs of 
results. originally due to Taulbee. We first derive relations between the 
decomposition numbers of the symmetric groups. They will 
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construct some indecomposable projective characters in the next section. The
relations de cribed here appear under the heading “Linkage matrix” in 
Chung’s thesis. 
Let u be any conjugacy class of S, and let pz be any p-singular class, 
(r/ > 1. At any p-singular element, thevalue of a projective ind composable 
character is zero. Hence, using the Murnaghan-Nakayama recursion f rmula 
(4. lo), for each p-regular p tition of n = a + p 1 z( 
By the linear independence of the ordinary characters, we have for every 
projective ind composable character q@ of S, and for every partition y fa. 
c @$,v)d~u = 0, (6.1) 
~~i7-w 
where r= {A: @;’ # 0). 
(6.2) COROLLARY. Let A be a set of partitions of S,with the same p- 
core. For MEL, let J,, = {r”:f E r”}. Suppose that for M, M’ EM, 
M # M’, there exist y,1 y 1 = a, such that r= {M, M’}. Then J,,,, = JM,. 
7. THE r-BOOLEAN ALGEBRA OF AP-CORE 
We define the sequence p of P-numbers ofa partition 1 bypi = Izi - i 
(i= 1, 2,...). In this section we work with the P-numbers ofpartitions rather 
than the partitions themselves. 
Given /3 and a positive nteger r, let 
XF=X={iEZ:pi-r- 1 (modp)andPi+ l#Piforanyj}. 
Thus i E X if and only if an r-node can be added to the diagram of/I in row 
i, (i,j) isan r-node ifj - i = r (modp). Let ei be the sequence which as 1 in 
the ith place and zeros elsewhere. 
(7.1) Corresponding to each subset A of X we may form a partition 
whose P-numbers are /I + C ei, summing over iE A. 
We now assume that no r-node may be removed from the diagram of p; 
i.e., pi E r implies pi - 1 =/I- 1. The set of ,&sequences of diagrams obtained 
from the diagram of/I by adding r-nodes inall possible ways is called the r- 
Boolean lgebra of,f3, and is denoted byrB(p). Part (7.1) defines a bijection 
he proof is easy from the fact that re~~~~~~ 8 q-hosk fade row i of the 
~~g~a~ of /3 is equivalent to subtra~i~g frml &, and can be done if and 
onfy if pi - 4 is not equal to any j?-number. 
e,=e,+e,, e,=e,+i?,. 
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(7.5) Note that $is already indescending order except ossibly for the 
yth term. Therefore 
(7.6) LEMMA. If WCX and y arises from /3 + e, by removal of a kp- 
hook from row ,u, then ,u = y and W = Y or Z. 
ProoJ: Let 5 = /.I + e, - kpe,. Then r(= 5 in descending order) isequal 
to y by hypothesis. 
Case 1. p E W. In this case we have 
CM=&+ 1-b 5i =Pi + 4&l GfPu). (7.7) 
We show that p= y and W = Y. We first derive a contradiction from the 
assumption ,U <y. By note (7.4), 4 = y, = CM or &+ i. We cannot have 
4, = &, and ,u <y since 4, > ,8,, whereas &, =p,, + 1 - kp < p,. Therefore 
Tf4L=C+1* As the 4’s are distinct we have [,+, # $,+, .This implies 
,U + 1 E X, for otherwise th formulae (7.4) and (7.7) for 5, # show G+ i = 
P,+1= h+1. By definition of X,we now have p, + 1 + 1 < p, . Hence 5, + I = 
4,>P,>P,+l+ 1. But ~~+l=Pp+I+4&+ l)<Pp+l+ 1. This 
contradiction proves .LI > y. 
We next obtain a contradiction from the assumption ,D >y. We deduce 
ty=~=yy=f& or #,+1. The first alternative & = & is impossible ecause 
,u #y gives & 2 &, (from (7.7)) whereas #,, =/I,, + 1 - kp < j3,. Hence 
5y=dy+1* Therefore 6 + 1 # 4, + , because the 4’s are distinct. Thisimplies 
y + 1 E X, for otherwise a calculation (using our hypothesis ,U E W to deduce 
,a#~+ 1) shows that ~y+l=&,+1=~y+,#5y+1. Thus&+,+ 1 </I,. Now 
using the formulas (7.4) and (7.7) for the 4”s and the #‘s, 
This is the desired contradiction. 
Having proved ,U =y, we easily show W = Y because c=y = 6 
Case 2. ,u 6$ W. In this case we have 
Cp=Pw-kp, Ci =Pi + b(i) (i #4. (7.8) 
We show that p= y and W = Z. 
We first derive a contradiction from the assumption p < y. By note (7.5), 
w~=Y~=Lo~L+~. The first alternative I,U~ = $, is impossible because &,= 
/3, - kp < /?, < w,, . Hence wLI = CN+, . Since the I+F’s are distinct, 
w Llt1 f GL,l. This implies ,U+ 1 E X, for otherwise th formulas (7.4) and 
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(7.7) for the v’s and the cs give vu+, = 
since p # y, 
P ~+l$l~P,~w,=i,+*~.pp+i+I. 
T contradiction sh ws ,u > y. 
e finally obtain a contradiction fr mthe assurn~t~~~ ,U > y. Then C, = 
y, = wY or wY+, . The first alternative is impossible since I,Y~ = ,8 
,&<5,. Hence &=w~+~. Since the es are distinct, [, + 1f: w,+ 1 e 
wish to show y + 1 E X. Otherwise y + 1 # ,U gives cfi + I = 8, + 1 = 
contradiction; y + 1 = P gives & + 6,( y> = 1;, = yY + 1 = v, = p, + 6 
(for p= y + 4. &X). The latter means that /?, = /?, or ,B,+ r, and both of these 
are impossible wh n ,u # y and y E X. Thus y $ 1 E X, and so @,+ 1 $ 
Hence Pytl+ 1~~~+~=5~>P~~P~+~c 1. This is the 
contradiction. 
ing proved ,U = y, we easily have W== Y because [= y = Q. 
completes the proof of Lemma (7.6). 
Let ,8 be the sequence of P-numbers of a p-core, an
a<lX;/, 
ph=h! -j-l x-J+ (7.9) 
WEX 
IWl=h 
is a sum of projective ndecomposable characters. This follows from e face 
that ph is the result ofr-inducing ,$’= $ h ti 
(7.10) LEMMA. Let T E X, y, z E x\T, y ( z. For every ~~oje~~~v~ 
~~deco~~osable character rf occuring in (‘7.9), oi* = dew, where Q = 
e,i-e, and y=P+e,+e,. 
For every qr occurring in(7.91, dA,, = 0 if % is not of 
y Lemma (7.6), taking r= (k), @J$~” = 0 except when 
A = w, and in this case the value is f 1. The signs are different 
from both q5 and IJI by removing a &hook in row y, and 
hook removed from y is one more than that removed fro 
now gives the result. 
COROLLARY. Let p be the sequent 
by subsets ofX of the same cardinal 
$p for every p-regular partitiolt p such that ff occurs in (7.9). 
Yl) u ff, z = {%1,.‘., Zli u =Yf-?Z and 
Y,=Y,Yy,-{z,,y, )...) y,]
Y*{z* >--*, ZqYYqtl Y,Y,j u
The corollary follows byrepeated applicatio 
4Si/bl,W 
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The proof of Taulbee’s theorem now follows easily: if q“ is any projective 
indecomposable character occurring  (7.9), write d= d,, by (8.1 l), and 
then 
rj+‘=c d,,9= c dAuxA=d 2 x? 
a I=B+t-W a=4+ew 
It follows that d= 1 from general properties concerning therank of the 
decomposition matrices [ 8,Section 841. 
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